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SUMMARY
This inredigatbn was carried out at the Bwreau of
~tandards at the request of and m“th the financial a8ei8&
ante of th National Aduisoy Committee for Aero-
nautic.
1. In the case of the gaseou8 ezplotire reaction at con-
8tard pre+wure, the data @“ren in thi8 report show thut
the 8tati@icaZ expression, r= D?I”I KJI”2, ~e~e~ fr~
the order of the 8toic7iiomettic equation um”tten for com-
plete combustion of ajuel, i8 proportional to the spatial.
rate ai which an eguihbium is eetablided in tfie gaseou8
exploeirt? ey8te?n, and that thi8 relation i8 found to hold
for high. reaction orders uhre rery complex hydrocarbon
fueZ8 are inrolred in the transformation.
i?. The abore relation, 8ince it i8 ba8ed sotety upon th
initiat and $nat conditiun of the transformation, is
independent of the mi.croproce8se8, wl.aterer these may
be, rwulting in the$nat union of th initial actiw cOmpo-
nent~ in the proportions required @ the reaction con-
stant K for the temperature and presswre at which the
reaction taikes place.
3. l%e duta also procide interesting con..rmation of
the amurnption that high-order reaction proc888e8 con-
8ist of many 8imultaneou8 m“mpler one8 each running
it8 course M-thin the reuction zone ‘Caccording to its own
order and mechanism independently of any other reac-
tions occurring at the same time. ” The probab.%ty of
the correctne88 of this assumption i-e chiej?y 8bum by
t~e fact that the equivalent reaction order of a compos-ite
fwz may be determined from the reaction order8 of it8
component, and further, tlwt the relocity con8tant, k~
of the fuet may a180 fie determined from tlie relom”ty con-
8tGnt8 of th08e component.
~. The duta giren in this report all corer the “ezplosire
limits” of the fuek inre8tigated. Incidental to the pur-
pose of the inre8tiga#ion here reported, the “ ezploeire
limit8° un7Z be found to be ezrpre88ed for the condition of
constant premnmer in the fundamental term8 of concen-
tratim.s (partial pres8ure8) of fud and oxygen. It may
be seenfrom ile re+wlt8 giren that afundamenal retation
cledy 6vi8t8 between expbire range and the magni-
tude of [~~x of tfie fuel.
The reaction order is given by the stoichiometric
equation. This equation expresses quantitative
equality of masses. existing between the initial com-
ponents and fkal products of the completed chemical
transformation. In the case of a gaseous exp~osive
reaction between a fueI of known composition and
o~gen, the equation may thus express the proportions
in terms of (atmospheric) partial pressures of the
fuel and of the o~gen necessary for complete cora-
bustion, but without reference to the uhimate proc-
esses by which the transformation is effected. The
composition of the tinal products resulting from the
reaction in any particular case is dependent on tem-
perature end pressure and is expressed by the reac-
tion constant K for those conditions:
and
()
blnKp Up.— -
a~ p RF
(Reference 1, p. 223.)
Besides the, abo~e thermodynamic relations based
on the initial and end conditions of the transformation,
the stoichiometric equation has, in connection with the
kinetic theory of gases, furnished suggestion for a pos-
sible mechanism by which the initial molecular condi-
tion of the active components becomes the final
condition of the equilibrium products. I?olIovring the
suggestion made by van’t Hoff (Reference 2, p. 13),
this kinetic view of the transformation and of its
equilibrium condition is indicated in the equation by
the use of a modi&d &g of equality (s), expressing
the direction of the opposed simultaneous reactions
that characterize transformations. By this view the
total reaction remilting in this thermodynamic equilib-
rium is the summation of sep~ate sirmdt.aneous reac-
tions each having iti characteristic order and “each
running its course independently of any other reactions
occurring at the same time.” @eferace 3, p. 877.)
In the case of the simplest reaction orders, and
where the reaction may be so conditioned as to run its
—-—
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course as free as possible from the effects of the con-
tainer, of variable tornperature and concentrations,
the correspondence between. reaction order and. reac-
tion mechanism is usually found to be very C.1OSO
(Reference 4, p. 634, Reference 5, p. 169, Reference 6,
p. 2316), and in those cases where a lack of agreement
was found, the discrepancy has usually been traced to
local changes in concentrations, to impurities, and
eren to secondary reactions not indicated in the
stoichiometric equation which represents only the
result of the total chemical change (Reference. 7, p.
239).
But in the case of nomirqdly higher reaction orders,
where large numbers of moleculos may bc involved in
the transformation, the actual processes taking place
are rarely found to follow a mechanism indic.at.ed by
the reaction order of the stoichiometric equation,
although the equilibrium condition agrees with it and
the reaction constant is”expressed in its tams. The
processes taking place in these high-order reactions
are found to follow simpler orders, It is found that
even trimolecular reactions are rare and that tho
processes taking place in polymolecukr transforma-
tions proceed by simultaneous uni, bi, rarely, tri-
moleculer orders. (Reference 4, p, 653.) Moreover,
the advance in modern physics has greatly changed the
older and cruder concepts of molecular transformat-
ions and shown that the microprocesses of a reaction
are much more r&ed than a simple kinetic theory of
gases is able to formulate.]
The above considerations apply in general to gaseous
reactions occurring below ignition temperature where
the processes referred to as taking place in a homo-
geneous gaseous system proceed uniformly throughout
the entire mass of active gases. It is assumed that
like relationships should apply also to molecular trans-
formations occurring within the zone of explosive reac-
tion, since the initial conditions and final equilibria
in both these reaction forms are the same for like
conditions of temperature and pressure.
But where the gaseous transformation is brought
about by the e.xplosive form of reaction-and this is
the form employed in industrial uses of the reaction
as a source of powa-the gross mechanism of the
reaction on which. its industrial vahm depends corre-
sponds more closely with the stoichiometric equation
than does the form~f reaction below ignition tempera-
ture. This is because the rate of transformation. of
the gaseous system, as brought about by tho spatial
propagation of the.xeaction zone within it, is tipressed
in terms of the spatial rate at which the completed
reaction is established in the gaeas, without reference
to the mode or way by which the equilibrium is at-
11’It should be JIppl’8Ci&t8dthat 13VfJni the C8WOfa complicated S8t Of.3illUd-
tnneous reaetfons the lndividnel steps of the total prooms am themmlvas elmple
reactions of definfts order and mechardam, so that a studY ofthetheory of Meted
random fs thenatnrsfprelhninnry for the study of all branchea of chernfcal
kfcdo%”(Reference 7.)
tained within the reaction zone. Likewiw the stoichio-
metric equation is written for tho comple~d reaction
without reference to simultaneous reactions of simplo
orders that, whatever they may be, lead to tho same
thermodynamic result; that is, the unknown micro-
procc%s-trsultimately bring about the union of the activo
compcments in the required proportion to produce the
resulting equilibrium. This proportion of the active _
components required ,for the compIeted reaction, de-
termines the reaction order, Tho reaction order then
repres&s a definite fial condition and not a process.z
If a kinetic interpretation be given tho reaction order
an expression results that is statistical in form but
whose factors gre drawn from thermodynamic rola-
.,.
tions that are independent of the processes in~olvcd ~
in the transformation. Nevertheless the empirical
kinetic” expression obtained from the reaction order .
possesses this necessary and fundamental requirement:
It is .ccmeistent ~vith the thermodynamic equilibrium
and the reaction constant K is expressed in its terms.
If the possible rate r indicated by it is seldom con-
sistent with the total rato result,ing from unknown
microprocesses and simple simultaneous reactions, it
does give an expression proportional to their total
effect.
In tie case of the gaseous explosive reaction at con-
stant pressure the spatial rat es at which an equilibrium
is established in the gaseous system is directly deter-
mined; so that the proportionality factor 11 betwcon
@e p~bable indicated rate r of the reaction order and ~=
the “a~tual o@ervod rate 8 may in any case be foun
It&.
. :-
..-
The explosivo reaction, 2C0 + 09 = 2CO*, offers a
concrete example, Its stoichiometric equation ex-
presses a third-order reaction. Its reaction process in
one direction (Reference 4, p. 635), as interpreted from
the way in which the active componont.s CO and Oi
are foiind to be united at the completion of the reaction
process, is
8 ‘~1 [CO]* [0~]
But it is well known that at ordinary initial conditions
of temperature and pressure th~ compononte will
not Ate directly to support a zone of explosive reac-
tion. (Reference 3, p, 918.) Their union as expressed
in the reaction order must be brought about indirectly
by intermediate transformations ;ot indicated in the
s~oichiometric equation nor by the assumed statistical
expression derived from it. The expression [CO]*
[0,], designated by l?, is derived from the compldod
i It has always been fcwnd dtf3cult to deduce a reliable dynamk expression from u
refaUonesmntlelly statIo inlta neture, ti Jouguet, ” VReaaede Reactfon et Thwrno-
dynamfque,” Ann. de F’hyalqus, v. S-7S (19Z3). ‘[TIM two enarm laws me.Y be
made use of in the construction of a atatle ayetern; but they may not be employed In
the rmetructton of a dynamlo o%” MEJWIIG “Contribution b l’Etnde de la Cin@-
Uque P1.ryskoehlmfque:’ Ann. de Phyafque. III, l%HU1 (191S).
-+
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condition of the reaction. s is the observed spatial
rfite at which the reaction is completd in the gaseous
system, at constant pressure, by the reaction zone.a
It represents the continuous summation of the effect
of all processes, whatever they may be, simultaneously
t Aing place within the reaction zone. The empirical
expression [CO]a [02] is essentially thermodynamic in
its origin, as”is the stoichiometric equation from which
it is derired; the determining time factor in the equa-
tion is contained in the -due of s which is directly
determined. The rate at which the union of 2C0
and Oj is accomplished in consequence of unknown
processes occurring within the reaction zone is
s = kl [CO]* [OZ],where
7’sh =;=rf%[co]’ [021
The final Yohune of reaction products represented
by r’ at initial pressure, but at the temperature due to
the explosive reaction, corresponds to thG reaction
constant K for that pressure and t-perature
~= [m]’[co]’[o,]
In obtaining the experimental values of s= .s’~ for
the explosive reaction of these gases at constsnt pres-
sure it was found that iil = ~ not only remained con-
stant for any particular reaction, it was also found
in this case to be a fair constant (=691) for all values
of r that would support a zone of esplosive reaction.
Figure 1, lower curve, show-s the close agreement
between the obser~ed values of s, represented in the
figure by solid dots ., and the values obtained from
-.—-. -- ..—. —..—. . .—. - --- .. —.-
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1sgf’ren In fi. .4. C. A. ‘!helmfcsl Repmt No. 176end In J
.4rm Chem. Sac. 4S, 1#5 (IfW). The dfagrsmmetic Egure
here ehowrr and deseribed VU be eufiicknt to Imiicete the
rdetlons of the fectors wad fn the text. If an esphfre
reaetion k [nit is ted by an indnetIon smrk wIthln n 6omo-
mceous titurs of expbsfve ~ at red and uneendned
the sons of esplcdm reectfmt orfgfntttlng at thf9 potnt prom
egetes M.eff, fw moderate rebdtfee bdow the ~eIwWy of
sand, in ell dfrectfmrs at constant lineer speed, s’. The
resd[on zone thus ferms a spberIeaI shell rd fleme fnefosfng
the reaction prorfucte es kerned end mdfng at mnstemt
hear rete f. If& represent9 a 5Phere of ln!tL31scthre mm-
f.wnents Ignited at the cenk, and W the msultlng ~here
of mnetlmr products at the imtent the resetion is completed,
sml t the Urne Inlemal between the fgnitfon and the eom-
p~etlon of the mplmi~e p~, then the mnstent rete of
rncrmment of the reat[on sone in spece MU be gken by
f8’-F
TM? isno~however, the mte of Prepagetfon of the reac-
tionsonewtth!n thezasee, efncetbe gases ereinmotton
mttwerd from the center se ws-fi es the reaction sone
within them. The mte of rnuuessthn of the reection
sone relative to the g- es if they were at reet-f~ e.: the epetkd rete of thefr
treneforrnatlon-fs
u-f $-&f cop [Ofl
1
I
the statistical relation, s= II [CO]’[0*], represented
by open circles 0 and continuous line. .
The above example shows that the reaction order
in this case gims lMe or no ins&ht as to the processes
occurring in the transformation, but it gives reJiable
information as to their remdt. The statistical expres-
sion based on the reaction order is seen to be propor-
tional to the spatial rate at which the reaction colu-
pletes itseIf within the gaseous system. From a prac-
tical standpoint such a relationship based on the initial
and end points of the transformation is an advantage,
for in the use of hydrocarbon fuels as a source of
..-
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Frcmtir L-The upper Ieft-hsnd sums fn tbie @m represenb vfdues
of 8 fn the bntenemmmren reactfon, 2 C4HU+13 0:+. Okwrral
vafpee ere fneffcated bg dots. Cdctrbxei mines, s- li2436 [CJf@
[0~1~by open drcfee end continuous be. In a sindlsr war the lower
curie represents w51uesof r fn the certxm-nwnoxkkmygen expfoshe
reactkn, 2 CO +Ofi. O*ed vslnes sre shown by eolfd circles.
Cafcu.lated rahres, 8-c91 [COP [0!1 by open circles aod Contlnuow
line
power in the gas engine the fuek employed are not
only composite but their components for the most
part consist of heavy hydrocarbon molecuks. The
stoichiometric’ equations for complete combustion of
these hydrocarbons represent nnusuaily high reaction
orders, involving, as is supposed, complicated sets of
simultaneous reactions. The reaction order provides
for these cases a statistical exprwsion proportional
to the total effect of the u&uowm microprocesses.
On the assumption that the resulting reaction is the
summation of SinmIt.aneous reactions each following
its own order and mechanism independently of other
reacticma occurring at the same time within the reac-
tion zone, a stoichiometric equation for complete
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combustion of a composite fuel of known components
may be written as a simple reaction:
7@+ ??/202=nacoa+n4H20“ “
The equivalent order of this reaction, nl + m, is
determined from the relative importance of the orders
of the separate components of the fuel mixture. The
statistical expression derived from this order is.
r = [q ‘JOZ]‘z
The rate of propagation of the reaction zone within
the explosive mixture of these gases is
The maximum value of s in this expression should
be found for the partial pressures of 1? and 02 as stated
below:
[ “ II%%]”am.x = h ~_~2
[F] [0,]
Experimental data illustrating the relations ob-
served between reaction order and reaction rate in
the explosive reaction at constant pressure of com-
posite fuels are given in the tables and coordinate-
figures that follow.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The heaviest hydrocarbon fuel found suitable for
use at initial atmospheric conditions with ,a constant
pressure bomb was butane, C4H1O. The stoichio-
metric equation written for complete combustion of
this fuel is
2C1HIO+ 1301 =8C(), + 10H2O
The reaction order is 15. A kinetic interpretation
of so-~high a reaction order would givo a probable
reaction rate of r = [CtHlo]*[02]la, the probability of
so la~e a number of molecules meeting togethor being
remote. The observed rate of explosive reaction of
these gases, however, is high. This would indicato
that the total reaction consists of many simpler simul-
taneous ones, with the result that the fuel and oxygen
are found at the completion of the processes to bo
united, as stated by the equation. How much greater
the achnd spatial rates is at which the transformation
is effected in the gaseous system than the value of
the molecular rate indicated by I’ is
~Cl~HIo = ;
The cdxwrved rati s expressed in terms of the initial
partial pressures of the active gaseous components is
.—
s = &&IO[~~IO]*[02]1a
,.
.—
h Table I are recorded the expreirnental values of
8= 81”$ for those mixtures of butane and oxygen that “–
will i@.ite. There is also given for each mixture ratio “-
of thiSe gases the corresponding value of rand of
.
The value of kl found is 172,430 so that a~., = --=-~,=;2
172,430 [0.133 ]f10.867]~a=477 cm/sec.
TABLE I.—OBSERVED RATE OF FLAME PROPAGATION IN 2CJLO+ 130z+ E~LOsIvE REACTION AT
CONSTANT PRESSURE
I I Partial-= atmoa-R@ord 9-19-28NO.
[O,HIO]
20 to 321. --------.. --—-—--- 0.040
33 to m---------.---------- .050
41 ta 44-. ----------------– .060
46t048-------------------- .070
49t066------------------_- .080
67to 60. --. ---- —--------- .090
I
61 to 68------------------ .100
69 to 72--------------------
73 to m-------------.---_-- : i!l
I
81 to ~-------------------- .129
85 to 92------------------- .,140.
Av. Al-------------------- ---------
93 to 96------------------- .150
97 to 104------------------- 160
105 h lo8---------------- :166
109 to 116------------------ .180
l17ta 120-------–---: ------ 190
121 to 124----------------- :200
133 to 140--------: ------ .220
141 h’144----------------– .228
145 to 152------------------ .240
0.960
::::
: %:
.910
.900
.891
. %
.860
------- .
.850
.840
.810
.800
. 78CI
.772
.760
?-[ OtHmllO:ll:
O. 0i0942
.001283
.P
.0 10
IIJlo
. 00Z165
.002374
; mm;
.002735
.002762
.002759
------------
.002719
.002656
.002606
.002456
.002334
.002198
.001910
.001797
.001625
-?
1,720
2, 764
3,687
4,590
6,520
6,214
7, 130
7,720
8,132
8,700
8,866
--------
a, 360
8,049
7,528
6,847
6,988
4, 988
2,760
2, 148
1,749
.,
rl
e-<~,
Cwljsao
164.0
225.6
27ti O
327.0
376.5
400.0
431.9
461.0
466.0
473.0
474.0
-------- .
485.0
392.7
3528
320.8
265.0
236.8
141.0
loti o
72.7
k+
174,200
175,800
174,000
171,600
17a, 900
163,600
170, 100
173,800
170,400
173, 100
171,800
172,430
160,000
148,000
135, 2~
no, 700
113,600
107,800
78,700
59,060
44,730
—
_— :--
——.-.
,,.
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The results given in the table are shown graphically
in the upper left-hand curve of Figure 1. Ordinates
of the explosive reaction 2C0 + OZ- already men-
tioned. For this reaction the value of 7cI=$ was
found to be 691. Values corresponding to the equa-
tion ~= 691 [CO]* [021 are represented by open &cl*
and continuous line. The maximum value ofs is 691=
-.
[0.667]’ [o.333]=1o3 cm/sec. Table II gives the -
experimental values found for this reaction.
.
—
—.-.
in this figure are Yahms ofs = s’ -$; abscissas are partial
pressures of fuel and oxygen. Ikperimental values
are represented by dots, l . Yalues of s= 172,430
[CJLJ2 [O,]” are shown by open circles and continuous
line. The lower curve in this figure represents in a
similar way ~erimentaI vahms obtained from records
TABLE 11.—OBSERVED RATE OF FLAME PROPAG#&OSNu~} 2C0 + O- EXPLOSIVE REACTION AT CONSTANT
.-
‘ti%’-Exo-=’-’’O’’[O’ .-—...’
--
.—
I 1 to 3--------------------- a 22’4 0.776
.260 .740
. 27% .721
.310 .690
.325 .675 ,
.359 .641
.388 .612
.584
:;ii ! .540
I
.509.523 .477
:;: I : %
332
.726 ~ : ;;:
.776
:~o j :190
.160
152
:%! :117
. 903 .097
L
0.0389
.0500
.0561
.0663
.0713
.0826
.0921
.1011
: ii%
: ;%:
.1463
. 148a
.144
.1351
1247
:1129
.1093
.0912
.0791
191
226
279
385
366
434
487
561
632
660
715
794
858
nil
814
733
632
614
463
320
27.6
34.7
37.5
45.3
50.3
555
E.:
80.3
84.8
S&
10(i 6
1028
10L 9
92.2
86.4
79.2
77.7
63.9
50.1
-------- .
709
694
683
705
672
E:
703
687
678
711
688
694
706
682
693
701
711
700
633
-—
—
.5 .—
.-
—-
.,5
-
.—
-
,.. -
-.
..-
—
—
—
.=
--
_,--
=
..-
4t07---------------------
8 to n____________________
12 to lo-------------------
16 to lo-------------------
20 to 23-------------------
.24 tO 27-------------------
28t031--_--------------__
32 to 35-------------------
36 to 39-------------------
40 to 43-------------------
44 to 47-------------------
48t061-.-_---------_-_-__
a to m-------------------
56t059-------------------
60 to 63-------------------
64t067-----------_-------
Mto71_--------_---_--_-_
72 to 75-------------------
76 to 79-------------------
80 to 83-------------------
I t tAv.kI----_--_.___------- ----------------- ---------- 691-------
M.ixturesof these two gases, carbon monoxide and
butane, that dif7er tidely in reaction characteristics, as
reaction speed, reaction order, and-relocity constantkl
were made up in mrious proportions into composite
fuels F and examinedin the same way as the above
simple gases. There is in fact no way to distinguish
the time-volume photographic figures of the explosi~e
reaction at constant pressure of different homogeneous
eqdosive mixtures. There is onIy one reaction zone
in any case, and at constant pressure it is propagated
at constant speed for moderate -velocities below the
rate of sound in the gases. To what extent the re-
action characteristics of a composite fuel may be pre-
dicted from the reaction characteristics of its com-
ponents on the assumption that the sinmltaneous
reactions occurring vcithin the explosi~e reaction zone,
where each runs its course according to its owm order
and mechanism “independently of any other reactions
occurring at the same time,” is shown in the e.qeri-
mental results gi-ien below.
A composite fuel F was made up of the two gases in
the following proportions: 95 parts by ~olume of car-
bon monoxide and 5 parts by -rolume of butane. The
equivahmtt reaction order of the resulting fuel should
.—
then be
0.95 part CO, order 3 =2.85
.05 part CJ&, order 15= .75
Equivalent reaction order =3.60
-=
The amount of oxygen necwsary for complete com-
bustion of one part. of the fuel is
—
—
0.95 CO + 0.475 02=0.95 C02
.05 CJLo+ .325 0,= .20 CO, + 0.25 HsO
1 F+ .8 Oi=l.15 COa+ .25 H20
--~
.
The stoichiometric equation for this fuel of order
3.6 would be
2 F+l.6 03=2.3 COi+O.5 H*O
Table HI gives the experimental values found for
—..====
...-
this fuel. kr=~=2,647 “ I’= [~s [O#J os~~ should
then be found for s= 2,647 [0.555]9 [0.445]1.6= 223
cm/sec. Figure 2 shows these results expressed
—
graphicfly. Observed values of .s=s’ $ me shown in
the figure by dots l . Calculated values of s=2,647
@?l’ [ON are shown by open circles, O, and contin-
uous line.
—
-—
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TABLE 111.—OBSERVED RATES OF FLAME PROPAGATION IN A FUEL F CONSISTING OF 95 PARTS BY VOLUM E
OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND 5 PARTS BUTANfi, WITH OXYGEN
Pphart$ha)rre
B@wrd 10-24-22~0, r-[F]~ [o#-$
[Fl 1- ‘“[Od
1
6t07-. -.--- _---:--------- 0.265
S till ------------------- .317
12 to 15------------------ .369
16to 19------------------ .412
20to”23------------------
24ti27--_-----.--------- ::::
28t031------------------ .571
a2t035----------------.- .622.
36t039--_-----_---._--x- .678
0.735
.683
.631
.688
.647
.486
.429
.37$
.322
848
1,252
1,624
1,810
2, 194
2,379
2, 526
.2, 401
2, 140
---------
1,733
1,054
1“1
106.6 I 2,631138.0 2,52417& o 2,713
193.0 ~ y:
215.0
223.0
233.0, 2;;:
213.0 2, 612
195.0 2.684
b
--------- : 2,647 I
155.0 2,390
121.0 2, 148
__.——
,-. a
.—
....:
:..
-
order 4.2
.-
.r-
--
i -- 2F+2.2 OZ=2,6 COZ+HXO
Table IV gives the experimental values obtained
“with this fuel. The value found for k==; is 4,652.
In like manner the equiva~ent orderof afuel con- Iti-stoichiometric equation writtm for
sisting of 90 parts by volume of carbon monoxide and wouId_be
10 parts butane wcmld be
0.90 part CO, order 3, 2.70
.10.part C,HIO, order 15, 1.50
Equivalent order of fuel, 4.20
.240
Q$160
u
.
; ~.
J
00
.20 .40 -60 .80 100
[F] .40
/.00 .80.—. .60 .20 0
[OJ
~ Mo .80 .60 “J .40 , .20 0[0.]
F&rrm3.-There srxltegirenln TaMeIVar ep]ottedln Flgure3. Ob.
served vaka,a-a’$ are shonm by dota l . Calculated values,
)m-
t=4!J62 [Fll[O~Mers fndtcatsd by tbe emntinuous line
—
—
FImrEE 2.—Reprwants graphically the ra?ulta gi~en fn Table III.
SFWde, J, are plotted as ordinates. Abr.efesaeare partfal presmres of
the fuel, Fandof the oxygen, Oi(-I-F). Observed w2uea of s-a’;,
are indfcated by dots, l . Cakulat&d vefw of J-2247 [F]! [Oip.c are
abown by open clrclea and continuous Ihre
The amount of oxygen necessary for complete co
bustion of one part of this fuel is r= ~] z [OJ2.~. In Fiiurc 3 tho curve ropresent&l by
0.90 co +0.45 02=0.90 CO* i a codinuous line conwsponds to the equation e =4,(352
.1OCJI,, + .65 O,~_ ,4~C0,+ 0.5 II@ ~ [F] 2 ~J2a. Observed vrihles of s aro shown by thv ‘~
IF +1.1—02= 1.3 C02+ ,5 HSO ,. mark . . s~aX=4,652 [0.476] 2 [0.524] 22=254 cm/see_ :
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TABLE IV.—OBSERVED VALUES OF THE RATE OF FL.4ME PROPAGATION IN A FUEL F, MADE UP OF 90
PARTS BY VOLUME OF CARBON 310 NOXIDE AND 10 PARTS BUTANE WITH OXl”GEN
.—m
.==
&
—
I 11 to 4______________________ 0.2205 to 8______________________ .2739 to lo-------------------- .321
13 to lo-------------------- .370
17 to do-------------------- .427
21 t024-------------------- .455
25 t028-------------------- .465
%t032----------_,-____-_-, .475
33 t036-----__-__-_-_--_-_-l
FA~. kl-------------------- i--------
37t040_---______________l-l .495
41ti46----_-_--_----___-_- .525
46 t049-------------------- .675
wti 53--------------------- .621
54 ti57-------.--_----____-i -674
-
.—
—
..—
. .=
—_
-.—
-
—-
-
—=
._—
--~-----~----–------l----------!--------l 4,652 I
“.505 [ .05451 3, 08s 237 .] 4353
.475 \ .0=36 & 998 223 , %188
.425 , .05034 ; 2,515 198 , ~ 936
.379 ; .04561 2, (312
.326 , .03858 ~ 1,173 ; ;:[ ~ j:: ,
I
—
.
..——
-
-—
I_
A fuel whose composition is 80 parts by Yolume
carbon monoxide and 20 parts butanehss an equiva-
lentreactiono rderof5 .4. Its stoichiometric equation
written for this order and for complete combustion
would be
2F+3.40~=3.2 coa+2H20
for r= @?’j’ [02]s.4.The vrdue for k~ = ~=12,136. The
value for hxwoulil then be
&ax =12,136 [0.370]X [0.630]s.1=345 cm[sec.
..—
.
These rewRs are also shown graphically in Fgure 4.
Observed wduesofs a remarked*. Calculated values
of s=12,136 [F]z [OJsC4are given by the curve marked
by a continuous line.
The experimental results obtained from the explosive
reaction of this fuel are giyen in Table V. The value
-.
._
TABLE V.—OBSERVED VALUES OF THE RATE OF FLAME PROPAGATION IN A FUEL F, MADE UP OF 80 PARTS
BY VOLUME OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND 20 PARTS BUTANE, WITH OXYGEN .- —
-
—.—-
+
1,274
1,983
757
——. —
1
j P8rtmpms7ue ntmas- I
phms
I I&word 1O-3CHBNo. !r=pp [olpPI I [M
.———— .. —-
~
-—.
..-
—-
—
I I to 4--_ ---_ -_--______ i__--i o. ;;:
5 to s-_------_ -______ l___--l
9 to 12-- __---__ --____ -_l-_-l :110
12 to 16_--__ -________ --_i-_i .159
17 to m----_------__-A____- : ;;;
}
21t024------------------- F
25 to 28-------------------- .324
29 tO 32____________________ .353
33 to %____________________ .365
37toM-------_--_--____--- .375
41 to 44-------------------- .384
Av. kI______________________ ---------
45 t048-------------------- .396
49 t052-------------------- .426
Sto 56____________________ .475
57ti@-l_-_-____--_____--_ .526
O.01125
.01593
. 00s14
.01403
.02060 ,
-02606 ;
mm; ;
.02845 ;
.02845
.0283fI ;
143 12,690
190 11,940
1% : :2E
255 : 12,400
300 11,780
345 : 12,440
338 : 11, 910
345 : :~;g.
334
340 ~ 12:170
1, 5S6
2,967
~ 009
4,731
5, 09s
5,072
5,079
5, 1s4
-
.-
.-
-
—,
i I-----------—-----------—---.
.~~ I .02824 / 5,063
.574 \ . 0274s
.525 ;
+$66s
.02524 ~ 3,733
.474 I .02186I & 3s1I
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A composite fuel made up of 70 parts by vohune of
carbon monoxide and 30 parts butane has an equiva-
ti
:
~
:
88
0 .20 .40 .60 .80 Loo
~F7
Lm .80 .60 ‘“J .40
[OJ’
.20 0
FIGUM 4.-5hov7s the ?0411U9 dVWl in Table V. The Op~ cfrcIm
and eontlnnous IIne Ie the curve mrrespondhg to the equation
u-12188~: [Oap.4. The solld o[rc!es, l , near this Ihre are observed
Velure of #-d; —
lent reaction order of 6.6. IfA stoichiometric equation
for this order and for complete combustion will be
2F+4.6 02=3.8 COs+3 H*O
TableVI gives the experimental results obtained from
the explosive reaction of this fuel, The value for r’
is E]* [Oj]405. The value for “&=~-21 ,848. The
value for gmx is
8mX=21,848 [0.300]2 [0.700L@= 381 cm/see.
These results are shown graphically in Figure 5,
Observed values are marked . . The locua of the
fF?
/.. .80 .60 “ 2.40
p~
.20 0
FrmtrtE 5.—Repraswsla the volnm gtven b Table VI expreswd w a
grsph. Obserrsd vrduw are shown se solid circles. Celoulated velues
corresponding to the equetlon, s-2W [Fli [OdGl ere shown by the
contlnnons llne and open ctrdw ‘
equation 21,848 ~]2 [02] ‘e is shown by the continuous
curve.
TABLE VL—OBSER.VED VALUES OF THE RATE OF FLAME PRO~AGATION IN A FUEL F, MADE UP Or 70 PARTS
BY VOLUME OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND 30 PARTS BUTANE, WITH OXYGEN
—.—
\F=-;,_iql‘~~+-;
—----------
29 to 32-------------------- .266 .734 :017060 6:340
33 to”36:----------------- .290 .710
372 ‘
..017410 6,932 386 ;2 !%
37 tO 40------------------- , 307” , 693 .017430 6,303 390 22,380
Av. kl-------.--_-----_--- - --------- ---~------ ---------- -------- 24848
41 b.44-----__-.---.----__- .017410
: :E : % .017320
6,064 366 20, 970
45 ta 47------------------ 6,037 369 20, 720
48 to 62------------------- .338 017140
53 tO 56------------------- .376 : %: :016130
6,875 1 ~~~ 19,260
5, 153
67 to DO----------------- .404
19, 100
61 to 64-------------------
016090
.439
4,320 260 1
: w :013530
16,660
65 to 68-------------------- .468
3, 148 174 13,720
-012010 2, 177
: %:
168
69 tO 72-------------------- .496
. 13, 160
:010520 1, 117 66 6,284
—
.
.
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Table VII gi-m.s results observed in the reaction af
a fpel made up of 60 parts by vohme of carbon mon-
oxide and 40 parts butane, The equivalent reaction
order of this fuel with oWgen for complete combus-
tion is 7.8. Its stoichiornetric equation written for
this order is
2F+5.8 0a=4.4 ~2+4 H20
In this case, I’= P]* [OJS” 7cr=$ =36,870. The
value for s~,, shoild then be
s~ax= 36,870 [0.256]Z [0. 744]5a =435 gm/sec
Figure 6 expresses these r=uhs in graphic form.
Observed values determined from the photographic
figures, s =s’$ are marked . . Values calculated from
the statistical relation s= 3,687 @?lg [0,] are marked
by the continuous curve. Ku .80 .60 ::’7.40 .20 0
TABLE VIL-OBSERVED VALUES OF THE RATE OF FLAME PROPAGATION IN A FUEL F, WADE UP OF 6CI
PARTS BY VOLUME OF CARBON b~ONOXIDE AND 40 PARTS BUTANE, WITH OXYGEN
~~ ~
atmmpheres
Eecard, II-S-B hro. r=wr [o~~.1 J’-?
+
84$ El+
m [o~ - -
1 to 4------------------- (L069 0.931 0.003142 1,046 122
5 to 8-------------------- 0(M55 1,772 187 ‘%, :;:
0 ta 12-----. --------—---- : :;: ::: : 006792 2,846 262
13 tQ 16----------L--------- . ;4J
~ y:
.855 .008480 3,954 303
17 to do-------------------- .829 .009861 4066 351 36; 420
21 to 24-------------------- :195 .8J36 .010798 ~ 282 391 36,220
25 tO %-------------------- .210 . 7!xl .011230 3,932 416 37,030
29 to 32-------------------- .225 .775 .011540
33 t.O 36___________________
q 220 420 313380
.236 ;;: .011690
37 to ~-------------------- .245 . .011750 tJ422 42; 35,980
41 to ti----___-------_-.-_- .255 .745 ] .011800 q 663 3% 620
Av. k,-------------------- --------- ---------------------- ---------- ------- 36,870
46 to &-------_-----_-___-- .263 .737 6,560
49ti 52____________________ .275 .725 : :::% & 607
fl \ 3J~
53 to 56-------------------- .304 .696 .011280 f 06; 31,030.
67 to ~-------------------- .329 .671 .010696 %! 29,030
61 to 64------------------- - .355 .645 .009910 $ ;;: ‘ :6J 26, 580
65 to 68------------------- - .378 .622 . CM)8690 .21,650
69 to 72------------------- - .408 .592 .007916 2; 087 115 14580
73 to 76------------------- - .423 .677 .007372 949 60 8,180
-
.-
—
.-
-
.—
.-
.—
=
-
..-
—
_
—
.._-
=
.-
-—
“-
~
.-—
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When the compo,sita fuel consists of equa~ parts by I The values for I’ will then bo written I’= [F]a [02]7,
volume of the components carbon monoxide and
butane, its equivalent reaction order is 9. A st.oi&io-
and the value for kF= :=52,757. s~s, will be
metric equation written for this order and for complqte sro,x= 52,757 [0.222]’ [0.778]7 =450
combustion is Figure 7 is a graphic statomont of these results tind
their relation drfiwn from the experimental values
2F+70, =5 C0,+5H,0 j given in Table VIII.
-.
TABLE VHI.-OBSERVED RATE OF PROPAGATION OF REACTION ZONE IN A FUEL F, CONSISTING OF 50 ;
PARTS BY VOLUME OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND 50 PARTS BUTANE WITH OXYGEN
—.. . ...— . ..._— .—. .—.
.—
‘mrd’’-’wNO‘W”-;==”r-’’’od’IQ ‘2 “kF-k”.“ -.
~ ‘F]1 to 4-------------------- 0.049
“1
6ti8-------------------- .075
9ti12..----------------- .096
l~to 16------------------ .126
17to DO------__.-------- .160
21h24----------------.- .166
25 to 28-------i--------,_ - .16.5
29 to 32------------------ .196
33 to 36------------------- .209
Av. k~--------------- —----------
41h44------------------ .230
45t048------------------ .257
49t062-------—---_----- .289
63t066----------_------- .314
67ti60-----_-__--_----_- .346
61ti64-----------------_ .380
65toM--_-___.-_-------- .420
t
O.961
.926
%
:850
.834
.836
: %
0.t)O169 ~
,. i10326
.00455.
;00614
. ~721 !
. .LJw:
:31’0835 !
.00847 /
.900
1,756
2,640
4,720
6,553
6,442
6,408
.7, 670
7,496
I 86.9167.3246.0
32J5.O
374.0t
1.
I
—
411.0
419.0
4340
460.0
!
i.I
. ..
I
,
-------- ----— -----’--------- 52,757 t.- J
.770 .60849 7,491 41&0 ~ 49,180
.743 .00803 6, 773 371.0 ~ 46,110
.711 . TJ0768 5, 475 ;8.: , 35,600
:i10691
::% . m313
~ f189
2, 985 149.0 ; 2%:
.620 .00509 1,474 117.0 23,030
.680 . M389 451 46.0 ‘ 11,570
-*2 I
+.
—.
—
When the composition of thofuel.is30ptirts carbon
monqxide byvolumeand70 parts butane, theequiva-
Ientreactiono rderis 11.4. Thostoichiometrice aua-
.
tionwritten for thefueloft his orcierand forcomplctc .
comb~@tionis
.,42
2~+9.40z=6.~C02+7”HZb .
.
.
1’=~]2[02]~1”4.7r~ =~92,978ancl s~x will be found
for the relation
—
:;<
{;: s~,. =92,978 [0.175]z”[0.824]B”i=407
..-. .-;
Table IX gives the e.xperimenhd results obttiinml
fromthe reaction ofthis fuel. Figlrc8is tlloirgralJllic ,,
- ? ‘:””
representation where observed values of s=.s’ ~,3 are
markgd by dots l and calculated values s =921978 ‘=
l?]’ [cJ1’-’aremar~o~ W a con~inH’ous Iineo . ‘j:=
*.
.-
. -
-~
I
I
I
I
Loo .80 “ J-.40
“m[0=] .20 0
FImmx 7.-Is a grapbicd statementof the values and relationsbfps given
fn Table VIII. Tbe locus of all #-velnm In the relatfon 8-52767 [F]: [0~7
am shown by the continuous curve, Observed values of # are represen@d
by dots, l
I
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TABLE 1X.—OBSERVED RATES OF FLAME PROPAGATION IN A FUEL F CONSISTING OF 30 PARTS BY VOLUME
OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND 70 PARTS BUTANh, WITH OXYGEN
——. .
1
I Per2faf+nWsnre atmospheres I
Recad 11-15-SSNO.
I-=T=l ‘-[”[””’
For a COL,
I1 to 4--------------------- :;42; 0.9673 0. cHl12115 to 8-------------------- .9548 ; g;lo;;9 to lo-------------------- . 060S .939213 to lo------------------- .0852
t
. 914s . (X)3141
17 to 20------------------- .1110
i
.8890 . CQ4077
21 to 24------------------ .8680 .004604
25 to 2&-._--------__-____ : %: I .8430 .004924
29 to 32----. --------------; . 170~ I .8300 .005015
Av. h------------------------------ ---------- ------—----
33 to 36___________________ .1800 ~ . 82@3 .005015
37 to 40______________ .2050 ‘ .7950 .004868
41 to 44___________________ : g2: I : ;71: .004553
45 to 48------------------- . 0w068
49 to 52------------------- ‘
1
.~oo~ -~ .oa3650
“53 to 56------------------- .3060 .6940 .003024
]osite fuel made up of 10 parts by vohune
of carbon mono.side and 90 parts butane the equivalent
f77
.60 .60 1.(W
f-,J
KM .m
.60p,].a “m 0
Fmrm 8.-’l?bn velues given fn TabIe IX ore pIott&l in Pfgnre S.
Obiwved vehes of #.ti$ OMSJMIWnby do@ l . Tbe hue of all
wahree fn the relation a-920iS ~i [OW ore shown by the eon-
tfnnorm curve
reaction order is 13.8. Its stoichiometric equation
writ ten for this order and for complete combustion is
+. mo&e
1,010
1,356
2,041
3, S05
5,582
6,653
~ O&
1
109 ~
129
204 99:
305 ‘JJ
379
414 89;
445
428 ?6
020
610
490
750
110
1 1
-------—- -------- 9% 978
T7,362 - 403 80,2806,958 365 752060&442 313 @ 690~ 619 ~ 258 @ 410> ~ia ,---iE;..- ---------J I 33,770
Table X gives the observed results obtained from the
reaction of this fuel. I’= ~z [OJ1.g. kr = ~ = 143,020,
L
sa.= 143,020 [0.145]2 [0.855]~~.8= 473
480
m
.320
2
!*
Q
1
$- 160
80
‘o .20 .4 .60 .60
fm
lW
Lal -m .60 ‘“‘ .40 .=
[OJ
o
FrGo’Ex9.-Ofves Urevelurs recorded fn TabIe X fo the form of a mapb.
TIM obsermd velnrs ofs ore represented by dote, l . me cma
represent by the mntfnnorrs Ifne cormpmds to tbe eqrrstfon
8= 143020[’p [orIU.s
F~e 9 represents these results graphically. Ob-
served vahwa are marked l . Velues obtained ffom
the equation 143,020 ~]’ [O,]”s are represented by the
continuous line on the figure.
-—
.-
-=-
T-
,, - ---
._+
. _
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TABLE X.—OBSERVED RATEB OF FLAME PROPAGATION IN A FUEL F CONSISTING OF 10 PARTS BY VOLUME
OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND 90 PARTS BUTAfiE, WITH OXYGEN’
PartfaIAW&re
Y-y tiRecord 11-%28 No. r-[n [W.i
m ’33’ 8
a-% k+
m [(y] - -
6 to 8.-------.-------—. 0.050 0.960 :&& 2,412 195
9ti12-----------------.- .070 .930
142,600
4,269 307
13 to 16------------------ .090 .910
146,200
,002660 6,670 373 140,600
17ti20----------------.L .889 .003073 6,690 432 140,600
21t024----------------_- : M .870 .003264 s, 280 462 138,300
29t032--_--__-__-------- .140 .860 .008806 8,820 460 139, 000
Av.kr--___-.._-------- ------------------ ------------ ---------- -------- 143,020
33t036-----_-.---------- . ;;: .850
37t040---------------m--
7,381 39
.830 :0032::
120,600
7,476 364
41t044-_-_---.-------.-- :186 .814
113,600
6,494 297 97,520
ah48------------------ .209 .791 : %%% 5,060 226 82,160
49ti62----_-_-_-__------ .761 3,236
53ti66------___-–_----- : % .736”
166 68,480
: w:;: 1,476 76 41, 130
Arelation was also sought connecting thek~ value
of thefuel with theklvahesof the fuel’s components,
Such arelationis fcmndtobea simple one for thecase
kl
K)%
o .20 .40 ~=j .60 .80 Loo
L( Jm.
FIGCRE1O.-’ITMCWWIntbfed.gure,de&rmfned fromtheexperlmentnl
values found for kr, shows grephfcelly the effwt of the rWiCffOnorders
of the fne.lsomn~nente on the velcdty conetent, kr of feels made up
of carbon monoxide and butane
where thereaction orderaof the fuel’s components are
allthesame, Thereactionorderof any fuel consisting
of these components will then be the same as that of
tho components. (Reference 8, p. 15) so that
—
AU of the factors to the right in the above equation
may be known from the velocity coefficients of the
reaction zone of the components and the mixture ratio
of F and 02. That is, the rate of propagation of the
reaction zone in any mixture ratio of F and 09 may be
predicted for any composite fuel made up of com-
ponents having the same reaction order.
~n, however, the reaction orders of the compo-
nen~ of the fuel differ greatly, the equivalent reac tion
ordeis of the various possible mixtures made of these
components will vary between the least and greatest
reaction order” to be found among its components. ‘“-
This. may be seen from the records given above, and .
madh more evidenb by the curve in Figure 10,
k,order to show that the relations given above hold, ___
for c~posite fuels made up of many known compo-
nent$ there is given below one example of a set of
result obtained from a fuel made up of three com-
ponerikarbon monoxide, methane, and butane.
In t~q example given, the fuel consisted of equal puts
by vohune of these components. The cquivalcni
reaction order of this fuel is
.
: .:: ,.-
:. 0.333 part CO, order = 1
~..:
.
.333 part ~b order 3 = 1
*:,. .333 part C,HIO order 15=5
~“.. ““, ” ‘“ “–
;.-. , -- ..=:
-
---. Equivalent order of fuel F =7
=.: _..:
The proportion of Oa necessary for complete corn--” -
bust~ of one yart fuel is
~33”~0 .,+0.16? 0,=0.333 CO,
‘%t 33 CHL ,+ .667 02= ,333 C02+0.667 H80 ‘ : ‘: ~=
~333 C4~W +2.16,5 09= 1.333 C02 + 1.667,1120 _,
+-.
.+7 1 F+ 3 02= 2 (202+2.33 1320 ‘;
>:
I@ stoichiornetric equation written for order 7 is , ‘
“:”’ 1.75 F+5.25 0,=3.5 CO, +4,04 H,O
Observed results for this reaction are given in Tablo
XI. r= [~1.7s [0,]5C%.k,= ~=23,532. The value for
s= is
s== 23,532 [0.25]1”75[0.75]bfi =460 cm/sec .-
These results, plotted in the same manner as those
already given, are shown in Figure 11.
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TABLE X1.—OBSERVED VALUES OF THE RATE OF FLAME PROPAGATION IN A FUEL F MADE UP OF 33.3 PARTS
BY VOLUME OF CARBON MONOXIDE, 33.3 PARTS METHANQ AND 33.3 PARTS BdTANE WITH OXYGEN
-—
1
I
MfaLLues5&e atma3-
[
I
1
““”””’” t=%=
5 to8----------------------
9 to lo---------------------
13 tO lo____________________
16’ to Id--------------------
~ti23------___-___-------
23’ to 26--------------------
27 to M--------------------
31 to 34--------------------
35 to 38--------------------
39t042__------------------
AV
43
47
51
55
69
63
0.080
.110
.140
.160
.181
.204
.223
.238
.250
.257
0.920
.890
.860
.840
.819
.796
.777
.762
.754
.743
‘. kr--_----------------__-l-------------------
to46___-.--------------- r.280.720te a-------------------- .310 .690to54---------__-__------ .335 .665to m-------------------- .632te62__-_---------------- := .697to67--__-----.---------- .427 I .573
REMARKS
Deviations from statistical equation, s=k= [Fin’
[OJ *.—It will be noticed in all of the tables as mlI as
in all of the coordinate figures given-except those
forthe2CO+0,~reaction-thatthe observed values
ofs=s’~afal~ short of the calculated valuesof 8=kF
[FI’’IOd”’dter pa*@ themixture ratio fors.a,,
and that this deviation from a theoretical value
increases with iucressingarnounts of the hydrocarbon
in excess of thetheoreticaI amount ofoxygenforcom-
plete combustion. The stoichiometric equation is
written for complete combustion of the fueL Com-
plete combustion does not take p~ace when the fuel is
in excess of the required amount of o~gen. Besidea,
the &Ycessof a hydrocarbon or of carbon in the highly
heated products of combustion containing water
vapor is not an inert substance, as is an excess of CO
in the equilibrium products, C02 of the 2C0 + 0~~
explosive reaction, nor the excess of 02, always present,
.
in the reaction products below the reaction for s~’ X.
A reaction takes place between the excess of the hydro-
carbon and water vapor that is not accounted for in
the stoichiometric equation vmitten for complete com-
bustion, nor in the statistical expression that deter-
mines the theoretical curve. Similar deviationa from
a theoretical reaction constant K, due to the presence
in the reacting system of an inert gas or to the dis-
sociation of the products of reaction, led fimdly, when
the causes of these deviationa were better understood
and suitable devices provided for the& investigation
and measurement, to the determination of specfic
heats of gases and the degree of dissociation of com-
bustion products at the high temperatures at which
the working fluid of the engine is employed. (Reference
9, p. 536, Reference 10, p. 513, Reference 11, p. 641.)
.=pqI.Jl [o~t.,
: OoIog
.01461
.01621
.01761
.01869
.01911
.01948
.01952
.01950
----------
.01921
.01836
: :%:
.01360
.01213
I I
1,546
2,792
3,746
~ 93:
6:814
7,268
7,381
7,460
7, 52S
R
340
388
414
458
455
21,680
2!$ 160
23,430
23,910
23,500
23,970
28,820
23,930
23,330
23,690
--------- -------- 23,532
6,966
m
391 20,360
~ 797 342 18,650
6,017 279 16, 100
3,670 212 13,530
1,464 93
889 53 w
1 #
The deviations from a kinetic expression, s =kr [F”l”
[O,]%, here noticeable and meas~able in the results
given above, may prove of similar value concerning
a more efficient combustion of hydrocarbon fueIs in
-m .80
r. 7
La?
UM .80 ‘rJ .40
‘m[QJ ‘m 0
FIG- 11.-Ia a graph plotted from the values tdwn fn TabIe XL In
#hi9 caaa the fnd W6Smade up of thi-aa actfve wmpments, carbon
montide, methane, and butane taken fn equal pro-us by voluma
The conHnuon9 curve fn the &um mrrasx to the eqnatkm
s=2W2 ~W [OIIW Observd vahws are mp~ted by do% l
the gas engine. (Reference 8, p. 16.) The problem
here is of the same order as the problem of the deter-
mination of an equilibrium in an autoclave used in
the industrial synthesis of fuela: Given the pressure
and temperature within the container, the composition
of the hydrocarbon and the other gases of the mixture,
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to determine the resulting products (equilibrium) at
the temperature and pressure of the autoclave.
Explosive limits.-Quite incidental to the line of
study that is the subjectwf this report, the results
here given, together with many other results obtained
with other gases and with other fuel combinations in
the study of the kinetics of tie gaseous explosive reac-
tion at constant pressure, cover the range of ‘‘ explo-
sive limits” of those gases for the conditions of com-
stant pressure imposed on the reaction. The subject
is referred to here becausa investigations having in
view the determination of explosive limits and seeking
for the results obtained a fund~mental relationship
between fuel composition and range of inflammability
have employed constant volume methods that involve
great changes in pressure during the transformation
and produce in the active gascw the flame is entering
not only indeterruimte changes in their concentra-
tions but ako violent and erratic movement of the
gases carrying the flame. There is no way under these
(constant volume) conditions to distinguish between
the flame movement. due ti. the mass. movement of
the gases it is transforming and the essential part-of
its motion-namely, its motion relative to the gases
themselves.
The marked disagreement noticeable in the results of
different investigations carried out under conditions
of constant volume called forth the following observa-
tion concerning the experimental procedure by constant
volume methods that has usually been followed: ‘fThe
spread of the ordinary flame through the explosive
gaseous mixture depends in every respect upon the
influence of experimental conditions imposed on the
reaction. It is, therefore, little to the point to speak
of explosive limits or of flame veIocity in terms of per
cent composition of the explosive gases; every set of
numerical results so obtahmd depends in large measure
upon the mode of ignition and ita position, upon the
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form and material of the inclosing containor and upon
the >vay by which the reaction runs its course-in
short,- upon the conditions imposed upon the reaction
by the experimental device and method used. Under
the same set of constant physical conditions, the samo
set & numerical rcsulta may well be obtainod. Tho
explosive limits of a number of gaseous mixtures have
been repeatedly investigated, often under very different
contions and in consequence yielding very difleren t
results. ” (Reference 12, p. 637.)
The above observation may well apply to all kinetic
studigs of gaseous explosive reactions made under
constant-volume conditions. U“nder these conditions
indeterminate pressure changes set up in tho activg _.,,
gases-by the explosion and by refiectod impulse waves
render the concentrations of the active gases the flame
.
may be entering at any instant indeterminate also.
So far as the tyriter is aware, no investigations with . .
a vie-iv of finding a relation, if such exist, between
e@osive range and fuel composition have been carried
out by constant-pressure methods. Without “going
into detail it may be seen that the rcmdts given in this
report till cover. tho explosive rango of the fuels studied.
These experimental results, as well as the theoretical
figur~s accompanying them, all clearly pointi to a
fundamental relation connecting the magnitude of
esplosive range with the value of the partial pressuro
of the fuel for maximum energy [l?)MaX. Stated in
general .tirms the relation is: The greater the vahm of
ll?l~~x., the greater is the explosive range. The
curves for the heavier hydrocarbons are all narrow,
since their complete combustion requires sc much
oxygen. The actual experimental curves ‘are still
narrower, oiiing to the effect of the secondary reaction
on the rich side. The curve for the CO, OZ reaction .-
is broad, since little oxygen is required for complete
combustion. These statements may be exprcwscd
numericaHy:
[FIco, max. =0.667, its explosive raii&e is 0.93 – 0.20=0.73
[~CH4 max. =0.333, its explosive range is 0.47 – 0.14=0.33
P%4Elo maxi =0,133,” ita explosive range is 0.24 – 0.04=0.20
—
Fuels of intermediate [F]msx– values show interme-
diate explosive ranges.
BUREAU OF STANDARDS,
WASHINGTON,D. C.,
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